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BACKGROUND PRODUCTION NOTES
A more-than-funny liberation story for women who have been afraid to ask for
what they want – at home, at work and in the bedroom.
Sex, or the lack of it, is not always a laughing matter, yet Writer/Director Renée
Webster has deftly found the perfect balance of humour and tenderness that
reflects what women of a certain age – or possibly any age – experience when
good sex, caring sex, respectful sex, has been absent from their lives. Learning to
ask for what they want is only the first step.
Inspired by a True Story
The idea for this movie was inspired by the true story of an Australian company that
offered sexual services exclusively for women. When Writer/Director Renée
Webster spoke to the founders and discovered more about the company – the
clients, the sexual providers and the two women running the show (who were the
most unlikely candidates) – she found the mix to be the perfect melting pot of fun,
drama and humanity and hence the idea for her debut feature film began to take
shape.

“Obviously, the cleaning must be
effective and there must be a
minimum of one orgasm.”

Femme Focus
HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN is a female story told from a female perspective. "It's
a journey of discovery shared between women," observed Webster, "so I decided
against having a protagonist who would charge forth with a clear intent as to
where they were headed.”
The feminine focus resonated behind the camera too, with numerous women in
senior crew roles including both producers, Tania Chambers OAM S.P.A. and Judi
Levine p.g.a, together with the film's Line Producer and departmental heads for
Production Design, Costume, Hair and Makeup. The camera department, grip and
gaffer departments also included many talented women. "From my experience,"
said Webster, "when you start to have more women in the room, the energy
changes. I find that really enabling and great for the creative process.”
Shooting in Fremantle
A port city located in Western Australia, Fremantle is located at the mouth of the
Swan River and best known for its maritime history, Victorian architecture and
remnants from Australia’s days as a British penal colony.
“I remember when I’d been living overseas," recalled Webster, "and came back to
my hometown. I wasn’t sure if I was going to stay, but when I returned to Leighton
Beach (where we filmed our beach sequences) I experienced such a powerful
sense of place that I felt as though I really belonged there.
When we chose Leighton Beach as our main shooting location," she continued, "I
tried to stay out of that decision – not the decision itself, but the staging of it –
because I knew I was really emotionally connected to the location and that it had
to function well in other ways. Thankfully, it worked perfectly on so many levels. On
a personal note, the synchronicity of having my first feature film shot not only in my
hometown, but also on the beach where I grew-up, felt really powerful."

TECHNICAL DETAILS
HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN was shot using AARI Alexa Mini cameras.
Running Time
Rating
FPS
Aspect Ratio
Delivery
Sound
Language
Year of Principal Photography
Year of Release
Country of Production

107 minutes
TBC
1:240
2:39:1
2K
Dolby Digital
English
2021
2022
Australia

HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN was shot over 5 weeks (April-May) in Fremantle and
Perth, Western Australia, in 2021.
Our story is set in the modern day.

TAGLINE
A funny and heart-warming liberation story for women who have been afraid to ask
for what they want – at home, at work and in the bedroom.

LOGLINE
When her all-male house cleaning business spirals out of control, a mature woman
must acknowledge her own appetite if she is to make a new life for herself.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Gina is not feeling fabulous. She has lost her job and feels stuck and frustrated in a
passionless marriage. She has always lived life on the sidelines – that is, until she is
met with the groundbreaking business opportunity of converting a team of wellbuilt moving guys into well-built housecleaners. Initially the response from her
ocean-swimming community is immediate, and her all-male cleaning staff an
instant hit. Finally, she is the boss she has always wanted to be.
But, as her business booms, her clientele demands something more – sex, or better
yet, pleasure. Faced with something far more than she imagined, Gina and her
team, including her foodie manager Steve, launch an enterprise that is all about
getting intimacy right between people. For the first time, the women experience
desire on their own terms. As Gina faces the highs and lows, the joys and struggles
of maintaining such a unique business, she learns to stand up for herself, to look
out for her own happiness and pleasure, and to take control of her life. HOW TO
PLEASE A WOMAN is a precarious, often hilarious and revealing journey into the
vulnerable world of what women really want and how hard it can be to get it right.

LONG SYNOPSIS
Gina is turning fifty and not feeling fabulous. When she is dismissed from her role
in a liquidation company, she knows future job prospects for someone her age are
slim. Gina despairs of what her future might hold.
One thing gives Gina joy – sunrise swims in the Indian Ocean with her women
friends. Through years of change-room, semi-naked chat, they have grown into a
fun and eclectic cohort who share intimate secrets and good laughs.
Facing yet another birthday, Gina is taken by surprise when a birthday stripper
privately offers to do anything she wants. She asks him to do for her what no one
else will – she has him clean her house. Only later does Gina realise he is from a
removals business she was involved with liquidating. Amused and delighted, her
friends wish for a sexy cleaner themselves, sparking a new career for Gina who
decides to employ the entire removals team as cleaners. Keeping this a secret from
her domineering husband Adrian, Gina sets about reimagining the company. Her
team comprises the manager Steve, who is also a gourmet pastry cook, and his
small crew of mostly-fit, young movers Tom, Anthony and Ben.
When Gina discovers that the women want far more than a houseclean, and the
men are happy to provide it, she has a choice: either close the business and join
the ranks of the unemployed or embrace the new business model. Gina bravely
dives in and begins the delicate and confronting task of working out exactly how

women wish to be pleasured. In doing so, Gina and her foodie-manager Steve
begin a journey that is all about getting intimacy right between people.
The more Gina arranges successful encounters, the clearer it becomes that her
own sexual life is lacking. But, as the business develops, so does Gina’s sexual
awakening and Steve can’t help but be privy to the change.
Gina finds no sexual relief at home. Husband Adrian denies his own challenges in
the sex department and, despite her best efforts, he remains disengaged. It seems
everyone is having a fulfilling time except Gina, who finds her emotions challenged
when Steve’s services are hired by an insistent client. Just as Gina’s developing
attraction to Steve is escalating, he resigns. Gina feels more alone than ever.
Meanwhile, in an attempt to do something nice for Gina, Adrian unwittingly books a
houseclean. Ben, now a star recruit in the bedroom, arrives and begins a seminaked dance routine. Gina comes home and the situation explodes, culminating in
Adrian throwing Gina out of the family home.
Underestimating the legal ramifications of running her business without a licence,
Gina is arrested. Adrian offers to cover her bail but, unwilling to accept his terms,
she chooses to take on the responsibility for paying the fine herself. Gina’s friends
become directors of the successfully expanding business.
Leading the flourishing company with a newly found independence and
confidence, Gina increases her team of recruits. Gina finally makes a choice that
has her reconnecting with Steve, only to discover that he has followed his foodie
passions and opened his own patisserie.
Gina, finally, follows her appetite. For life. For food. For sex with significance.

WRITER/DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
This is a naughty film. It concerns itself with the quality and quantities of women’s
orgasms. It despairs about the housework. And it has a fixation with what it feels
like to swim in the ocean first thing in the morning.
When Sally Phillips came on board, one of the first things she shared with me was a
statistic showing heterosexual married women have the least orgasms. As I was
wondering who gathers these kinds of figures, Sally also casually mentioned that
women’s life expectancy goes down when they marry a man, and men’s life
expectancy goes up. Apparently, housework has something to do with it.
This film is not an objection to marriage. There are positive marriage stories within
it. It’s an objection to getting lumped with the housework and being in the
demographic that is on the wrong side of the pleasure gap. The thing that makes
comedy work best is when it comes from a place that is real, that strikes a nerve
and feels a little bit precarious.
I also wanted to really find meaningful ways to explore one of our themes of female
sexual empowerment. There is a lot of sexual content in the film, but I don’t
sexualize the visual representation of women. Instead, we honour what women
look like, and I give sexual stories to women in that huge, under explored area of
those ‘no longer young, and not yet old.’

HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN is a film made with lots of heart. We were gifted with
a cast who were easy to love on screen, actors who brought humanity, complexity
and relatability. I knew Sally Phillips was fearless and it was this quality, along with
instincts for fun and hilarity that I wanted to bring to the drama of the story. The
cast were so brave and open in getting the tone right, and it’s this courageous
commitment that underpins the tone of the drama within the comedy. And it was
important to me to infuse our male characters with humanity and compassion.
Having Alexander England play the lead stripper/sex worker, Tom, was a key
decision for us. As soon as we'd cast Alex, I knew the audience would see the real
human, not just a hunky guy who loves to take off his clothes.
There’s also a visual counterbalance in this film and it’s the Indian Ocean. I am one
of many Australians who love to swim in the ocean in the mornings, and the
community that develops between unlikely people, grounded in shared changeroom experiences, is a visually powerful way to explore female friendships.
I wanted to make a film that would come roaring out of left field and aim at your
heart. The goal was to create a comedy that was more drama than funny, that was
filled with surprise and power and relatability. I’m interested in dancing along the
naughty edge and staying true to the things that matter in our private lives. But,
once the dust has settled from all the fun, I hope this film is one that lingers and
opens up new conversations in our lives.
Renée Webster
Writer and Director

PRODUCERS’ STATEMENT
It is rare to read a screenplay which makes one laugh out loud, and which reflects
what so many women experience but often find too awkward to discuss. As
Producers, we had been looking for a project on which we could collaborate and
HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN was a perfectly timed gift: a touching and
entertaining story with instant appeal.
HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN immerses us in a world of sexuality that is neither
salacious nor sexist, but rather illuminates the truth about women balancing the
challenges of aging with our continuing needs for an emotionally and physically
satisfying life. Internationally successful films such as When Harry Met Sally with its
fake-orgasm scene, and episodic series like Grace & Frankie with its full-frontal
focus on vibrators for women with arthritis, tell us there is a solid audience for
stories that include authentic elements of sexuality and sensuality.
Director Renée Webster brings a deft balance of humour and sensitivity to her
work. She has a talent for drawing out beautifully nuanced performances, and a
gift for portraying elements of female sexuality without being tasteless. HOW TO
PLEASE A WOMAN depicts important elements of human experience (body
image, vulnerability, sexual exploration and discovery) while thoroughly
entertaining the audience.
In addition to the appeal of the tenderness and humour of the screenplay, we were
drawn to this project because of its enticing characters – we knew the roles would
attract world-class cast – and its strong imagery of early-morning swimmers,
stunning beaches, distinctive port-city locations and atmospheric warehouses.
We are united in our vision for this film. We particularly love the opportunity to
break down taboos, especially if we can make an audience laugh and perhaps even
cry while doing it. Women’s voices in cinema are coming to the fore and audiences
are craving smart, entertaining female-centric stories.
We are confident HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN will attract large audiences in the
target demographic (women ages 35+) by reflecting a world that is familiar to
them, giving them an opportunity to smile as they root for Gina to build her selfconfidence and independence – and to find excitement in life again.
Tania Chambers OAM S.P.A. & Judi Levine, p.g.a.
Producers

CAST BIOGRAPHIES
Sally Phillips
Award-winning actor, writer, and comedianpresenter Sally Phillips is known for her roles in
I’M ALAN PARTRIDGE, SMACK THE PONY,
GREEN WING and MIRANDA. She is also Clare
in Radio 4’s Sony Award-winning CLARE IN THE
COMMUNITY, Shazzer in the BRIDGET JONES
trilogy and Minna Hakkinen, former Finnish PM
in VEEP.
In 2016 she fronted the documentary A WORLD
WITHOUT DOWN’S SYNDROME? (BBC2),
exploring the UK screening policy’s ethical
implications. It won the Radio Times Readers
Awards and Sandord St Martin Awards for Best
Single Documentary and was shown worldwide. The succe ss of this has led to
contributions to The Nuffield Council Report,
invitations to speak to midwives,
gynaecologists, politicians and philosophers
globally and she continues to be a vocal
disability advocate.
Recently Sally appeared in the feature film OFF
THE RAILS with Kelly Preston, ITV’s VANITY
FAIR, BBC’s THE TOURIST TRAP and presented
a brand-new series, MY FAVOURITE... for UKTV Gold. Sally made various
appearances in the films YOU, ME & HIM, Jo Brand’s THE MORE YOU IGNORE ME
and SURVIVING CHRISTMAS WITH THE RELATIVES and BLINDED BY THE
LIGHT. Sally also reprised her role in the final series of VEEP and appeared in
Channel 4’s YEAR OF THE RABBIT.
Sally is a popular guest on QI and other British panel shows. In 2017 she became
one of BBC Radio 4’s Museum of Curiosity’s favourite curators and delighted the
nation with her appearance on TASKMASKER Series 5. In 2019 Sally and Ronni
Ancona founded the production company Captain Dolly, a subsidiary of Film Soho,
and they have scripts in development for both film and TV. Sally is currently writing
THE WEDDING with Nisti Sterk and Nick Hornby for the Swedish Production
company, Jarowski.
Most recently Sally became the host of SUNDAY MORNING LIVE, co-presenting
with Sean Fletcher.

Erik Thomson
Erik Thomson is one of Australia’s most respected actors across film, television and
theatre.
Erik’s recent feature credits include James Ashcroft’s thriller COMING HOME IN
THE DARK which screened at the 2021 Sundance Film Festival and Roderick
Mackay’s debut feature film THE FURNACE, which received critical acclaim at its
world premiere at the 2020 Venice Film Festival. He will also be seen in Robert
Connolly’s BLUEBACK alongside Mia Wasikowska and Eric Bana.
He was most recently seen in the acclaimed ABC (Australia) series AFTERTASTE,
which he also produced, starring as an internationally renowned yet volatile
celebrity chef whose spectacular fall from grace sees him return to his home town
in the Adelaide Hills, where he endeavours to rebuild his career and restore his
reputation, with the help of his talented, young, pastry-chef niece.
He also featured in the limited series THE LUMINARIES for the BBC and Starz (US)
in the role of Dick Mannering alongside Eve Hewson and Eva Green. In late 2021,
he starred in the Amazon series BACK TO THE RAFTERS, a reprisal of the popular
drama Packed to the Rafters, in which he plays the role of Dave Rafter.
Erik’s other film credits include Shawn
Seet’s STORM BOY alongside Geoffrey
Rush and Jai Courtney, Daniel J. Phillips’
horror feature AWOKEN, Scott Hicks’ THE
BOYS ARE BACK opposite Clive Owen,
Cate Shortland’s SOMERSAULT with Sam
Worthington, THE BLACK BALLOON
opposite Toni Collette, Wayne Hope’s NOW
ADD HONEY, ACCIDENTS HAPPEN with
Geena Davis, BEAUTIFUL and WE’RE
HERE TO HELP.
For his outstanding performance in
SOMERSAULT, Erik was awarded the
Australian Film Institute (AFI) Award for
Best Supporting Actor in 2004 and was
nominated for a Film Critics Circle of
Australia Award for Best Actor in a
Supporting Role. In 2008, Erik was again
nominated for an AFI Award for Best
Supporting Actor for his performance in
the multi award-winning film THE BLACK
BALLOON. Erik was also nominated for

Best Actor in a Feature Film for WE’RE HERE TO HELP, and Best Actor in a TV
Drama for THE MILLION DOLLAR CONMAN at the 2008 NZ Film Awards.
Erik was awarded the Silver Logie in 2016 for his performance as ‘George Turner’ in
800 WORDS and in 2003 for his performance as ‘Dr Mitch Stevens’ in the
television drama series ALL SAINTS. He has been nominated a further eight times
for the Silver Logie for Most Popular Actor Award and in 2011 he was also
nominated for the Silver Logie for Most Outstanding Actor. Erik is well known for his
role as the head of the Rafter family in Australia’s top rating TV drama PACKED TO
THE RAFTERS and his other television credits include the AACTA Award winning
first series of THE CODE, Rowan Woods’ miniseries THE BROKEN SHORE adapted
from the Peter Temple novel, THE ALICE, BLACKJACK: DEAD MEMORY, MDA,
THROUGH MY EYES, THE MILLION DOLLAR CONMAN, WILDSIDE, 13 GANTRY
ROAD, PACIFIC DRIVE, HERCULES and XENA: WARRIOR PRINCESS.
Erik’s theatre credits include the sold-out season of THE SPEECHMAKER for the
Melbourne Theatre Company; THE SPLINTER for the Sydney Theatre Company;
JULIUS CAESAR, TWELVE ANGRY MEN, ALL MY SONS and ANGELS IN
AMERICA for the Auckland Theatre Company; and SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL,
HAMLET and GYPSY for the Court Theatre.

Alexander England
Since graduating from the Victoria College
of the Arts in 2009 Alexander has
appeared in numerous film and television
productions.
In film, Alexander recently starred as the
lead role of ‘Dave’ in Abe Forsythe’s feature
film LITTLE MONSTERS, alongside Lupita
Nyong’o and Josh Gad which sold in a
bidding war for distribution at Sundance to
Neon & Hulu; as well as Kriv Stenders’
feature film DANGER CLOSE, based on the
battle of Long Tan alongside Travis Fimmel
and Luke Bracey. In television, he was
recently seen in the Channel 7 television
drama series, SECRET BRIDESMAIDS
BUSINESS and also in the Facebook Watch
series QUEEN AMERICA, starring
Catherine Zeta Jones.
In 2017 Alexander was seen in the latest
instalment of Ridley Scott’s ALIEN
franchise, ALIEN: COVENANT alongside

Michael Fassbender and Noomi Rapace. Prior to this, Alexander worked with Abe
Forsythe on his darkly-comic feature film DOWN UNDER, and in 2014 Alexander
completed shooting director Alex Proyas’ feature film GODS OF EGYPT.
Alexander has appeared in numerous critically acclaimed television productions. In
2012 he played James Packer in the ABC’s PAPER GIANTS 2: MAGAZINE WARS,
and followed this playing Clyde Packer alongside Lachy Hulme in Network
Nine’s POWER GAMES : THE PACKER MURDOCH STORY. It was this role that
earned him an AACTA nomination in 2014 for Best Supporting Actor in a Television
Drama. In 2016 Alexander joined the cast of Series 6 of OFFSPRING opposite
Asher Keddie. He returned to the show again in 2017 for Season 7.
Alexander is also known for having played legendary cricketer Tony Greig in the
award winning Network Nine mini-series HOWZAT!, the story of World Series
Cricket. Other television credits include an appearance in the popular ABC
series RAKE starring Richard Roxburgh, and the
ABC tele-movie PARER’S WAR alongside
Matthew Le Nevez. Alexander appeared in the
ABC series THE BEAUTIFUL LIE, a modern-day
reimagining of Tolstoy’s ANNA KARENINA, and
his earlier credits include Network
S e v e n ’s W I L D B OYS , t h e N i n e
Network’s TRICKY BUSINESS, and Network
Ten’s MR & MRS MURDER.
Alexander has also worked in theatre; his
credits include the role of Paris in the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of ROMEO &
JULIET in 2013.

Ryan Johnson
Since graduating from the Queensland
University of Technology (QUT) in 1999 Ryan
has worked extensively in film, television and
theatre.
Currently, Ryan stars as “Matt Knight” in
Channel Nine’s DOCTOR DOCTOR, which is
currently airing in its fifth series. Ryan has also
appeared in numerous high profile television
series including the 6-part ABC drama
OPERATION BUFFALO, Channel 9’s HOUSE
HUSBANDS and LOVE CHILD opposite Jessica
Marais, Network 7’s INXS: NEVER TEAR US
APART, Network Ten’s Peter Brock docu-drama

BROCK and MR. & MRS MURDER, and the ABC’s RAKE; HIDING and tele-movie
CARLOTTA.
Earlier credits include the popular Network Ten series THE SECRET LIFE OF US,
and the hugely successful Channel 9 franchise UNDERBELLY.
In 2012 Ryan joined the main cast in the second season of the US series FAIRLY
LEGAL where he played lawyer Ben Grogan.
Ryan’s film credits include the US features SON OF THE MASK, GHOST RIDER and
GUARDIANS OF THE TOMB alongside Kelsey Grammer, and the local independent
productions ENTER THE WILD, ALL MY FRIENDS ARE LEAVING BRISBANE and
MONKEY PUZZLE.
Ryan has also worked for Sydney’s prestigious theatre companies; including roles
in the Sydney Theatre Company’s RABBIT, and the Belvoir St productions THE
LONESOME WEST and JESUS HOPPED THE A TRAIN. In early 2016, he received
rave reviews in Travis Cotton's 80 MINUTES NO INTERVAL, for the Old Fitzroy
Theatre.

Caroline Brazier
Caroline is one of Australia’s most accomplished
actors working extensively across film, television
and theatre, since graduating from the National
Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA).
Caroline is most recognisable for her roles
portraying Wendy Greene, the long-suffering ex-wife
to Richard Roxburgh’s Cleaver on ABC’s RAKE to the
quirky Chrissy Merchant on the Seven Network’s
PACKED TO THE RAFTERS, or the wonderful Shanti
on Network Ten’s OFFSPRING. Caroline’s lead roles
extend across a wide range of high profiled
television series including WATER RATS, CITY
HOMICIDE, LEGEND OF THE SEEKER, PARALLAX,
WILD BOYS, TERRA NOVA, MISS FISHERS
MURDER MYSTERIES, DRIPPING IN CHOCOLATE,
DEEP WATER, TIDELANDS, HOME & AWAY, REEF
BREAK, DIARY OF AN UBER DRIVER and most
recently WAKEFIELD for the ABC.
Caroline’s feature film work includes lead roles in
Greg McLean’s thriller ROGUE, the sci fi fantasy
PULSE, Ben Elton’s comedy THREE SUMMERS and
Heath Davis’ LOCUSTS. Caroline will next be seen

opposite Guy Pearce and Liam Neeson in the Feature Film BACKLIGHT and now, as
Sandra in HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN.
Caroline’s theatre work is equally high profiled, including the lead role of Paige in
the Sydney Theatre Company’s smash hit production of DINNER along with lead
roles in MERCHANT OF VENICE, JULIUS CAESAR and ANTHONY AND
C L EO PAT R A a l l fo r B e l l S h a ke s p e a r e C o m p a ny , R AY’S T E M P E ST ,
ENLIGHTENMENT and JUMPTY for Melbourne Theatre Company, DON’S PARTY
for Sydney Theatre Company, GASP! for Queensland Theatre Company/Black Swan
Theatre Company, EUROPE for La Mama Theatre, THE INCREDIBLE HERE AND
NOW for the National Theatre of Parramatta and THE LITERATI for Griffin Theatre
Company. Caroline’s recent theatre work in Sydney Theatre Company’s hit
production, DEATH OF AN ANARCHIST, in the role of Superintendent, and most
recently, Sydney Theatre Company’s critically acclaimed production, MARY
STUART, as Mary Stuart.

Josh Thomson
Josh Thomson is a New Zealand actor,
comedian, presenter, writer and
director. He was born in the South
Island town of Timaru, raised on the
family farm, and is of Tongan and
Palagi (European) descent.
His Tongan mother and Palagi father
(of Scots heritage) met when his
father was working on an airport in
Tonga as an engineer. According to
the census, when the couple moved
back to New Zealand she was the only
Tongan in Timaru.
In a 2017 Sunday magazine profile,
Thomson believes that being one of
t h e fe w To n g a n s i n t o w n w a s
formative for his comedy. "I guess
there was always that element of
making fun of myself before anyone
else could. And I became quite good
at it. And I guess that kind of gave me
permission to make fun of the
establishment, whatever the
establishment was, because wherever
I was, I wasn't it."

Thomson’s sense of humour took him into stand-up comedy and live improvisation
while at the University of Otago. He was scouted in a local bar and taken up to
Auckland for his first Television appearance on PULP COMEDY.
Since moving to Auckland Josh has worked extensively in the comedy industry
wearing many different hats. In front of the camera he’s performed as a comedian
for 7DAYS, HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING ATTENTION, THE PROJECT and PATRIOT
BRAINS. He performed stand up as part of the 7DaysLive Tour, selling out shows
nationwide. As an MC he’s hosted national corporate events for Vodafone, BP, DDB
Media Agency and award shows such as the New Zealand Film Awards and various
spots on the New Zealand Music Awards.
As an actor he’s appeared internationally in NBC’s YOUNG ROCK, Netflix’s THE
NEW LEGENDS OF MONKEY and BBC’s WELLINGTON PARANORMAL. He’s also a
stalwart in local New Zealand comedies, GOOD GRIEF, INSIDE, EDUCATORS,
SHORT POPPIES and TERRY TEO. No stranger to the big screen as well, Josh has
guest starred in PORK PIE, GUNS AKIMBO, played the lead in GARY OF THE
PACIFIC and a role in the Australian production HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN.
Thomson has received the New Zealand Comedy Guild Award for Best Comedy
Performance on Television twice, as well as being part of The Downlow Concept
team which twice won the Grand National Champion Award for the 48Hour film
competition.
Behind the camera Thomson began by writing and directing sketches for a
weekday kid’s show Studio Two. Following this he wrote and directed two seasons’
of JONO’S NEW SHOW which would eventually become MediaWork’s flagship
show JONO AND BEN. His first series of JONO’S NEW SHOW beat Dancing with
the Stars for the Qantas Media Awards’ Best Entertainment Show award.
Asked to work on a mockumentary at Auckland’s The Classic comedy club
Thomson then wrote and directed both series of A NIGHT AT THE CLASSIC, which
was nominated for an New Zealand TV Award, as was reality series BIGGER,
BETTER, FASTER, STRONGER which Thomson also directed.
More recently Thomson wrote and directed an online series based on his father’s
daily emails, SUBJECT: DAD. This won the prize for Best Director, and Best Factual
Series at New Zealand WebFest.

Hayley McElhinney
An accomplished stage and screen actress, Hayley McElhinney is a graduate of the
prestigious Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts.
Television credits include series regular, Penny in DOCTOR DOCTOR (1-4) and
Jenny Wallace in the Channel 7 award-winning miniseries PETER ALLEN: NOT THE
BOY NEXT DOOR, RIZZOLI & ISLES, MY PLACE, TWENTYFOURSEVEN, ALWAYS
GREENER, ALL SAINTS, BLUE HEELERS, LOVE IS A FOUR LETTER WORD,
BLACKBERNER, WATER RATS and GOOD GUYS BAD GUYS.
On the big screen, Hayley can be seen alongside Hugo Weaving in HEARTS &
BONES, the sci-fi drama LOVE YOU TWICE and as Claire in the critically acclaimed
psychological thriller THE BABADOOK. Other feature film credits include REDD
INC, MY MOTHER FRANK and CITY LOOP as well as the Jeremy Sims directed
RAMS, alongside Sam Neill and Michael Caton.
As a member of the Sydney Theatre Company from 2006-09, Hayley performed in
UNCLE VANYA, WAR OF THE ROSES, GALLIPOLI, THE SERPENT’S TEETH, TALES
FROM THE VIENNA WOODS, A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM, THE ART OF
WAR, THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA, THE BOURGEOIS GENTLEMAN, THE
LOST ECHO, BED and MOTHER COURAGE AND HER CHILDREN, for which she
received the Sydney Theatre Award for Best Supporting Actress in 2006.

L-R:
Tasma Walton,
Hayley McElhinney &
Caroline Brazier

Her other stage credits include PRIDE AND PREJUDICE and LIFE AFTER GEORGE
(Melbourne Theatre Company), A MOMENT ON THE LIPS (Old Fitzroy Theatre),
NOIR DON’T STARE TOO MUCH (Darlinghurst Theatre), MEDEA (Steamworks),
UNCLE VANYA, PROOF, BURIED, DARLING OSCAR, FAMILY RUNNING FOR MY
WHIPPY (Black Swan) and THE DANGER AGE (Deckchair Theatre).

Tasma Walton
Tasma Walton is an award-winning actress with an extensive career in film, theatre
and television. Tasma has appeared in numerous films and her most recent
features include the Ivan Sen’s critically acclaimed MYSTERY ROAD, LOOKING
FOR GRACE, BLESSED and DREAMLAND. In television, Tasma became a
household name for the role of Dash McKinley in several seasons of BLUE
HEELERS. Other television projects include MYSTERY ROAD (Series 1 & 2) from the
feature of the same name, CLEVERMAN (Series 1 & 2), RAKE (Series 4 & 5), LITTLE
OBERON, IT’S A DATE, CITY HOMICIDE, MCLEOD’S DAUGHTERS, THE SECRET
LIFE OF US and many more. In theatre, Tasma most recently performed in Belvoir’s
production of WINYANBOGA YURRINGA. Prior theatrical productions include
DINNER and LIVE ACTS ON STAGE (Black Swan Theatre Company), MEN OF
HONOUR (Ensemble Theatre), THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO (Phoenix Theatre) and
VAGINA MONOLOGUES (Valhalla Theatre). Tasma’s work in the film and television
series MYSTERY ROAD saw her nominated for AACTA, FCCA and AFCA Awards and
she won the Logie Award for Best New Talent for her work in BLUE HEELERS.

Cameron Daddo
Cameron Daddo began his multi award-winning career in entertainment over 30
years ago.
He has covered just about every angle from acting, producing and directing in film
and television to musical theatre, from a published singer/songwriter to magazine
columnist, from a television host to radio announcer.
Cameron relocated to Los Angeles in 1992. He subsequently appeared in many top
rating television shows, including just about all of the CSI’s and NCIS’s, THE
MENTALIST, he featured as the Vice President in a season of 24 and played the
President in the hit series, NIKITA amongst many other credits. He is a multiple
Logie and People’s Choice Award winner for his work on mini-series such as THE
HEROES, THE GOLDEN FIDDLES and TRACKS OF GLORY.
In more recent times, Cameron has worked between the US and Australia with local
stage credits for
LEGALLY BLONDE and TV drama performances including
BEACONSFIELD - the story of the 2006 mine collapse and as a series regular
Adam Goodman in PACKED TO THE RAFTERS.

Cameron was acclaimed for his stage work in LA for HOLDING THE MAN, directed
by Larry Moss and he performed the role of Captain von Trapp in The London
Palladium Production of THE SOUND OF MUSIC which toured nationally in
Australia in 2015 and 2016. He performed in THE HAUNTING at The Athenaeum
Theatre in Melbourne in June 2017 and was Narrator for THE ROCKY HORROR
SHOW in the Adelaide and Brisbane seasons in the 2017/2018 National Tour. In 2019
Cameron played the role of Da in the acclaimed musical ONCE for the Darlinghurst
Theatre Company which had a sell-out season and allowed him to act, sing, and
play guitar, which he relished. He most recently played the roles of Owen and Evan
in HOME AND AWAY as a series regular.
Cameron’s latest album “TEN Songs and change...” is available on iTunes and as the
#1 nighttime announcer he can be heard 7 nights on Australian FM radio on
SmoothFM.com.au.

CREATIVE BIOGRAPHIES

Renée Webster
(Writer/Director)
As both Writer and Director Renée is known for her ability to emotionally reach her
audience, across a range of genres and formats.
Recent directing work includes Series 1 and 2 of the drama serial THE HEIGHTS for
Matchbox Pictures and NBC Universal. Renée was the Set-Up Director for the
children’s 10 x 30 mins TV drama ITCH for Komixx Entertainment in association
with Feisty Dame Productions. Renée was nominated for a 2020 ADG award for her
directing on THE HEIGHTS.
Renée’s work on commercial campaigns continues to receive international and
national recognition. Renée won Silver in London at the FAB World Awards for her
Brownes Campaign. Renée’s direction on commercial campaigns also won Best in
Show, Bronze and Silver Directing Awards at the PADC Awards, Best on Show at
Oasis Campaign Brief Awards, and won a Silver Award at the 2016 Effie’s.
Renée’s short film SCOFF secured awards and festival screenings world-wide,
including Berlin Asia Pacific Film Fest (Berlin); LA Short Shorts Film Festival;
Hampton Film Festival (New York); High Falls (New York); Female Eye Toronto Film
Festival and All Time Best Shorts; London Australian Film Festival; Marco Island Film
Festival (Florida); St Kilda Film Festival and Flickerfest International Film Festival.
Her second short film EDGAR AND ELIZABETH garnered awards and festival
screenings including: World of Comedy Film Festival (Toronto); Short Shorts
(Tokyo); St Louis International Film Festival (USA); Moondance International Film
Festival (USA – Most Popular Film list); Rochester International Film Festival (Best of
the Fest); Rushes Soho Shorts UK, St Kilda Film Festival; Perth International Film
Festival (PIAF); Flickerfest International Film Festival and Brisbane International Film
Festival (Top 5 Most Popular Films).
Renée’s feature work includes attachments to directors Rowan Woods and Mark
Lamprell. Renée was the Second Unit Director for A FEW LESS MEN.

Tania Chambers OAM S.P.A.
(Producer)
Tania Chambers is a Producer and Executive Producer at Feisty Dame Productions.
Tania produced the feature film KILL ME THREE TIMES directed by Kriv Stenders,
starring Simon Pegg, Sullivan Stapleton, Alice Braga, Teresa Palmer, Callan Mulvey,
Luke Hemsworth and Bryan Brown. KILL ME THREE TIMES held its world premiere
at the Toronto International Film Festival and was selected for the Melbourne
International Film Festival, Busan International Film Festival and BFI London
International Film Festival.
Tania also produced the feature A FEW LESS MEN directed by Mark Lamprell and
starring Xavier Samuel, Kris Marshall, Kevin Bishop, Ryan Corr, Shane Jacobson,
Deborah Mailman, Jeremy Sims, Sacha Horler and Lynette Curran. A FEW LESS
MEN released in cinemas across the world in 2017 and is the sequel to the
successful comedy A FEW BEST MEN. In 2019, Tania produced the 10-episode
children’s television series ITCH for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, with
worldwide sales handled by ABC Commercial.
Her Executive Producer credits include award-winning short films ONE FINE DAY,
HIGH TIDE and DARK WHISPERS, A SHARED AFFAIR, and TANGO
UNDERPANTS.
Formerly Chief Executive of two of Australia’s regional funding agencies: Screen
NSW and ScreenWest, she has over 30 years’ experience within the film and
television industry.
In 2016, Tania Chambers was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia for
services to the arts and to film and television.

Judi Levine p.g.a.
(Producer)
Judi Levine has had an extensive producing career in feature films, television miniseries and documentaries, and has been associated with award-winning film
projects since her first short feature PLEAD GUILTY, GET A BOND won an AFI
award for Best Screenplay in a Short Film.
Levine produced the feature film THE SESSIONS starring Oscar-winner Helen
Hunt, and Oscar-nominees John Hawkes and William H. Macy. THE SESSIONS won
numerous international awards including Audience Awards at the Sundance, San
Sebastian and Mill Valley Film Festivals, a Sundance Special Jury Prize for Ensemble
Cast, and acting nominations and awards at the Independent Spirit, Golden Globe
and Academy Awards.
In 2017, Levine was a co-producer on the WWII drama THE CATCHER WAS A SPY
starring Paul Rudd, Paul Giamatti and Guy Pearce which premiered at the 2018
Sundance Film Festival and opened across the US that same year.
Levine recently completed the romantic comedy FALLING FOR FIGARO starring
Joanna Lumley and Danielle Macdonald, which recently opened across the US, and
is due for release in Australia, New Zealand, the UK and Europe in early 2022.
While Levine has a number of projects in development through her company Such
Much Films, she also tours with the seminars JUMPSTART HOLLYWOOD, aimed at
helping aspiring artists find an easier path to establishing themselves in Hollywood.

Deanne Weir
(Executive Producer)
Deanne Weir is passionate about storytelling, change making
and gender equality. Deanne’s company WeirAnderson Films
invests in entrepreneurs and storytellers to help them change
the world. Film investments include BABYTEETH, MISS FISHER &
THE CRYPT OF TEARS, I AM WOMAN, I USED TO BE NORMAL and
BLAZE. Deanne is Chair of ASX listed company Ai-Media, civic tech company Seer
Data & Analytics, the Sydney Film Festival, and For Film’s Sake; the Australian not
for profit behind the Attagirl global film lab. Having served on the board of Screen
Australia for 8 years, Deanne remains a member of its Gender Matters Taskforce.
Roxana McMallan
(Executive Producer)
Roxana McMallan is an Australian producer with over 15 years
experience in feature film, documentary and television both
domestically and abroad. Some of Roxana’s long form
producing and executive producing credits include
HILDEGARDE (2001); official selection Berlin Film Festival and
AWGIE award, starring Richard E. Grant, New Zealand Film and TV
Awards winner TWO LITTLE BOYS (2012) with Oscar winning songwriter comedian
Bret McKenzie, ALICK AND ALBERT (2021) featuring Prince Albert II of Monaco;
official selection Cannes Cinephiles and Asia Pacific Screen Awards nominee. As a
qualified lawyer, Roxana represents some of Australia’s best Indigenous music
artists in business management and is passionate about cultural diversity. Roxana
has served numerous entertainment industry advisory boards and is a member of
Screen Producers Australia (S.P.A) since 2001.
Olivia Humphrey
(Executive Producer)
Olivia Humphrey founded Kanopy, a global streaming platform
for academic and public libraries. Kanopy sold to the US
private equity firm, KKR, in 2021 securing the platform as one of
the great Australian tech success stories. Olivia was awarded the
2020 Advance Award for Education which recognises the work of
remarkable global Australians making an extraordinary impact on the global stage.
Olivia is now actively working in the Australian film industry, investing in both
female-driven stories and start-ups that support story development. She is an
Adjunct Professor – Entrepreneurship at Curtin University and serves on Curtin
University’s Commercialisation Advisory Board. She also works in a philanthropic
capacity with The Butterfly Foundation to support those suffering from body image
issues.

Ben Nott ACS
(Director of Photography)
Multi award-winning Ben Nott ACS is one of Australia’s leading Cinematographers.
At the age of 23, Ben discovered the right side of his brain and has joyously toyed
with both hemispheres over a career that has since spanned three decades.
Schooled in the faculty of Science, he picked up a camera for the very first time in
his early twenties and his career path took an immediate 180 degree turn.
The years since have seen Ben work around the world photographing feature films
and television projects. He has built a well-earned reputation for excellence
delivered with a collaborative attitude and a calm and humble managerial style.
Ben has been fortunate to receive a Prime Time Emmy Award nomination for his
work on the Ridley Scott produced miniseries THE COMPANY. He has also been
the recipient of the highest honour awarded to Australian cinematographers, the
Milli Award in 2006, 2008 and most recently in 2012.
Ben has twice been nominated for Excellence at the prestigious American Society
of Cinematographers Awards, voted winner in 2008. In addition the 2016 AACTA
Award for Cinematography was presented to Ben for his work on
PREDESTINATION. Most recently Ben was awarded Best Cinematography at the
Film Critics Circle of Australia awards (2019) for his work on DANGER CLOSE: THE
BATTLE OF LONG TAN.
Emma Fletcher
(Production Designer)
Emma Fletcher is a Production Designer with extensive experience across feature
film and television.
Recent feature credits include SWEET AS and HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN and
the 8-part Tasmanian series DEADLOCH for Amazon Prime. She has designed for
the SBS webseries IGGY AND ACE and two seasons of the ABC children’s series
‘ITCH; based on the novels by Simon Mayo.
Emma designed both seasons of THE HEIGHTS; now a 60-episode TV series for
ABC and BBC1. The first series saw her design and build 7 house interiors, a pub, a
corner store and a hospital set (roughly 1400sqm of studio space).
Her design work on the short sci-fi film CARMENTIS saw her winning the inaugural
Outstanding Achievement – Production Design Award at the WA Screen Culture
Awards 2020. Through the Natalie Miller Fellowship’s Brilliant Careers Leadership
Program she received a mentorship with Owen Paterson. She was also lucky

enough to be short listed for the Australians in Film 2016 MentorLA programme
under GAME OF THRONES production designer, Deborah Riley.
Emma has worked professionally in and television since 2002. Other TV design
credits include the first two seasons of ROSEHAVEN and ABC series RONNY
CHIENG: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT. She art directed RED DOG: TRUE BLUE and
Foxtel’s THE KETTERING INCIDENT. Documentary project WHITELEY, A FEW
LESS MEN and MIFFs BAD GIRL are features that Emma designed with cinematic
releases in 2017. She has designed 14 dramatised documentaries for the ABC and
SBS including the wartime period dramas THE WAR THAT CHANGED US.
Emma is passionate about travel and her work and has a particular interest in
telling Australian stories. Her projects have allowed her to work in 5 Australian
states and territories over recent years, telling numerous Indigenous stories, war
time stories, adventures in the vast outback and in smaller rural communities. She
is hoping to start working in other areas of digital art and visual story telling in the
future. She is currently the WA Chair of the Australian Production Design Guild and
the President of the Professional Film Crew of Western Australia.
Lisa Galea Gunning
(Costume Designer)
Lisa Galea Gunning is an established Western Australian Costume Designer and
stylist with over 34 years of on-set experience. With a Diploma in Theatre Arts and
costume design, Lisa’s work includes feature films, Tv series and commercials
working across Australia and London throughout her extensive career.
For 21 years Lisa owned The Costume Studio, a business specialising in supplying
the Film, television, theatre and advertising industries with period and theatrical
costumes.
Lisa’s recent credits include feature film HOW TO PLEASE A WOMAN and
ANYONES DAUGHTER, an exciting two-part miniseries.
Some of Lisa’s notable work includes feature film A FEW LESS MEN (2015), TV
miniseries SHARK NET (2002) and feature film LET’S GET SKASE (2000) as well as
THE FURNACE which screened at the Venice film festival in 2020.
Kate Anderson
(Hair and Makeup Designer)
Kate Anderson is a freelance Hair, Makeup &SFX artist/Designer in the Film and
Television Industry. She studied art before Hair & Makeup, with additional courses
in contact lenses and SFX creation and application.

Kate was a crucial part of the team nominated for an AACTA- “Best Hair & Makeup
On a feature film” for HOUNDS OF LOVE.
She loves the challenges the entertainment industry presents and recent H&MU
film credits include MORTAL KOMBAT, AN IDEAL HOST, THE NAKED WANDERER,
BREATH, 1%, THREE SUMMERS, A FEW LESS MEN, RED DOG: TRUE BLUE, BAD
GIRL, LOOKING FOR GRACE, KILL ME THREE TIMES, THE WALER: AUSTRALIA’S
GREAT WAR HORSE and PAPER PLANES. TV credits include THE HEIGHTS for
ABC and BBC1 and ITCH for ABC Me.

